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Abstract

A minimum cost spanning tree problem analyzes how to e�ciently connect a
group of individuals to a source. Once the e�cient tree is obtained, the ad-
dressed question is how to allocate the total cost among the involved agents.
One prominent solution in allocating this minimum cost is the so-called Folk
solution. Unfortunately, in general, the Folk solution is not easy to compute.
We identify a class of mcst problems in which the Folk solution is obtained
in an easy way.
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1. Introduction

We consider a situation in which some individuals, located at di↵erent
places, want to be connected to a source in order to obtain a good or ser-
vice. Each link joining two individuals, or any individual to the source, has
a specific fixed cost. Moreover, individuals do not mind being connected
directly to the source, or indirectly through other individuals. There are
several methods to obtain a way of connecting agents to the source so that
the total cost of the selected network is minimum (Prim’s algorithm (Prim,
1957), for instance). This situation is known as the minimum cost spanning
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tree problem (hereafter mcst problem) and it is used to analyze di↵erent
real-life issues, from telephone and cable TV to water supply networks.

An important question is how this minimum cost should be allocated
among the individuals. One prominent solution to solve the allocation of
this cost is the so-called Folk solution. To compute this solution, first we
need to calculate the irreducible costs and, in order to do that, we have to
compare all paths from any two nodes (individuals) and solve a min´max
problem. Then, we have to compute the Shapley value of the cooperative
game defined throughout the irreducible costs, or to apply the closed-form
obtained in Bogomolnaia and Moulin (2010).

We define a class of mcst problems (that we call simple mcst problems)
in which the Folk solution only depends on the cost of each individual to the
source and the cost to the nearest partner, that is, the minimum connection
cost of this individual. We obtain a closed-form (easy to obtain) of the Folk
solution that does not need to compute the irreducible costs. Finally, we
extend the class of mcst problems where this procedure can be applied.

2. Definitions

2.1. Minimum cost spanning tree

A minimum cost spanning tree problem involves a finite set of agents,
N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu, who need to be connected to a source !. We denote by N!

the set of agents and the source, i.e. N! “ NYt!u. The agents are connected
by edges and for i ‰ j, cij P R` represents the cost of the edge eij “ pi, jq
connecting agents i, j P N. We denote by cii the cost of connecting directly
agent i to the source, for all i P N. Let C “ rcijsnˆn be the n ˆ n symmetric
cost matrix. The mcst problem is represented by the pair pN!,Cq.

A spanning tree over pN!,Cq is an undirected graph p with no cycles that
connects all elements of N!. We can identify a spanning tree with a map
p : N Ñ N! so that j “ ppiq is the agent (or the source) whom i connects.
This map p defines the edges epij “ pi, ppiqq in the tree. In a spanning tree
each agent is (directly or indirectly) connected to the source !; that is, for
all i P N there is some t P N such that ptpiq “ !. Moreover, given a spanning
tree p, there is a unique path from any i to the source for all i P N, given by
the edges pi, ppiqq, pppiq, p2piqq, . . . , ppt´1piq, ptpiq “ !q. The cost of building
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the spanning tree p is the total cost of the edges in this tree; that is,

Cp “
nÿ

i“1

cippiq

Prim (1957) provides an algorithm which solves the problem of connecting
all agents to the source such that the total cost of the network is minimum.
The achieved solution, the minimum cost spanning tree, may not be unique.
Denote by m a tree with minimum cost and by Cm its cost. That is, for all
spanning trees p

Cm “
nÿ

i“1

cimpiq § Cp “
nÿ

i“1

cippiq

Given a subset S Ñ N , we will denote by CmpSq the minimum cost of the
mcst sub-problem pS!, C|Sq. Let us denote by C! the cost of the tree in
which every individual joins directly the source, C! “ ∞

iPN cii. And, for
any individual i P N , ci˚ represents the minimum connection cost of such an
individual (interpreted as the cost to the nearest partner), ci˚ “ minjPN cij.

Once a minimum cost spanning tree is constructed, the important issue
is how to allocate the associated cost Cm among the agents.

A cost sharing rule for mcst problems is a function that proposes for any
mcst problem pN!,Cq P Nn an allocation ↵pN!,Cq “ p↵1,↵2, . . . ,↵nq P Rn,
such that

nÿ

i“1

↵i “ Cm.

2.2. The Folk solution
Many solutions have been defined in the mcst literature (see, for instance,

Bergantiños and Vidal-Puga (2008) for definitions and a comparative anal-
ysis). We will focus on the so-called Folk solution proposed independently
by Feltkamp et al. (1994) and Bergantiños and Vidal-Puga (2007). We will
denote this solution by F pN!,Cq. It can be obtained as the Shapley value
of the stand-alone game associated with the irreducible cost matrix defined
by:

c˚
ij “ min

Pij

max
ePPij

tcpequ

where Pij are paths from i to j, e P Pij is an edge in this path, and cpeq
is the cost of this edge. Bogomolnaia and Moulin (2010) provide a closed-
form expression of the Folk solution: for individual i order increasingly the
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irreducible costs of connecting this individual to other n ´ 1 agents, so that
c˚1
i § c˚2

i § . . . § c˚pn´1q
i . Then, the Folk solution is

FipN!,Cq “ c˚
ii

n
`

n´1ÿ

k“1

1

kpk ` 1q mintc˚k
i , c˚

iiu (1)

2.3. Simple mcst problems

Definition 1. Elementary cost matrix

A mcst problem pN!,Cq is said to be an elementary cost mcst problem

if for all i, j P N , cij P tc1, c2u. We will denote an elementary cost mcst
problem by pN!,Ceq.
Remark 1. Usually, elementary cost matrices are defined such that c1 “ 0
and c2 “ 1. The general case c1 § c2, low and high cost, is also known as
2´mcst problems (Estévez-Fernández and Reijnierse, 2014).

Definition 2. Autonomous component

Given a mcst problem pN!,Cq, with minimum connecting cost Cm, a subset
S Ñ N is said to be:

• autonomous if Cm “ CmpSq ` CmpNzSq;
• an autonomous component if it is autonomous and has no au-
tonomous subset; if T Ñ S, T ‰ S, then T is not autonomous.

Remark 2. Note that if S is autonomous, so is NzS. The Folk solution
provides the same allocation to individual i in the whole problem or if applied
to an autonomous component S, with i P S

Fi pS!, C|Sq “ FipN,Cq, for all i P S, S autonomous component

Therefore we can solve separately the (smaller) problems pS!, C|Sq for au-
tonomous components. Note that mcst problems with elementary cost matri-
ces may have several autonomous components (see Example 1).

Definition 3. Simple mcst problem

Given a mcst problem pN!,Cq, it is said to be simple if the cost matrix C

is elementary and the set of all individuals N is an autonomous component.
We will denote a simple mcst problem by pN!,Csq.
Remark 3. Obviously N is always autonomous. If it is an autonomous
component, it is the unique autonomous component in the mcst problem.
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3. The result

The following result shows that in simple mcst problems it is possible
to obtain the Folk solution only taking into account, for each individual
i P N the cost of connecting this individual to the source, cii, and the cost
to connect with the nearest partner ci˚ .

Theorem 1. Given a simple mcst problem pN!,Csq,
a) If cii “ c1 ñ FipN!,Csq “ c1
b) If ci˚ “ c2 ñ FipN!,Csq “ c2

c) If cii “ c2 and ci˚ “ c1 ñ FipN!,Csq “ c2 ´ C! ´ Cm

n3
,

where n3 “ |ti P N : cii “ c2 and ci˚ “ c1u|

Proof. Let us consider a simple mcst problem pN!,Csq, and let m a mini-
mum cost spanning tree with cost Cm.

a) If an individual i is such that cii “ c1. In this case, c˚
ii “ c1 and, for all

k, mintc˚k
i , c˚

iiu “ c1. Then, if we apply equation (1) to obtain the Folk
solution we get

FipN!,C
sq “ c˚

ii

n
`

n´1ÿ

k“1

1

kpk ` 1q mintc˚k
i , c˚

iiu “ c1
n

`
n´1ÿ

k“1

1

kpk ` 1qc1 “

“ c1
n

` c1

n´1ÿ

k“1

„
1

k
´ 1

k ` 1

⇢
“ c1

n
` c1

ˆ
1 ´ 1

n

˙
“ c1

b) If ci˚ “ c2, then c˚
ij “ c2, for all j “ 1, 2, . . . , n and by reasoning as in the

previous case we obtain
FipN!,C

sq “ c2

c) Let us suppose the existence of two individuals in this case such that
for some k, c˚

ik † c˚
jk. This implies c˚

ik “ cik “ c1, c˚
jk “ cjk “ c2, and

c˚
ij “ cij “ c2. If cjmpjq “ c2, we may define the spanning tree p such that
it coincides with m except in that ppjq “ !. Then Cm “ Cp and N is not
an autonomous component, a contradiction. In other case, if cjmpjq “ c1,
we have two possibilities for the minimum cost spanning tree m:

c1) Individual i is closer to the source than individual j, that is
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. . . . . .j i . . . !
c1

Then, there is some j1 between j and i such that cj1mpj1q “ c2 and we
may define the spanning tree p such that it coincides with m except
in that ppj1q “ !. Then Cm “ Cp and N is not an autonomous
component, a contradiction.

c2) Individual j is closer to the source than individual i. By reasoning in
a similar way as in the previous case c1q, we obtain a contradiction.

So, for all k, c˚
ik “ c˚

jk and applying equation (1) the Folk solution allocates
the same amount to both individuals.

To obtain the allocation of these individuals, note that if we call n1 the
number of individuals that are in case aq and n2 the number of individuals
in case bq, then individuals in case cq should pay

R “ Cm ´ n1c1 ´ n2c2 “ Cm ´ C! ` n3c2

As the Folk solution allocates the same amount to any individual in this
group, then

FipN!,C
sq “ R

n3
“ c2 ´ C! ´ Cm

n3

the required result.

The following example shows that the result in Theorem 1 cannot be
applied to elementary cost mcst problems, since they can lead to di↵erent
autonomous components. Nevertheless, every elementary cost mcst problem
can be obtained as union of simple problems.

Example 1. Let us consider the following mcst problem

3

2

1 !

1

1

1

1

1

0
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A minimum cost spanning tree (Cm “ 2) is given by function m defined as:

mp1q “ ! mp2q “ 3 mp3q “ !; Cm “ c11 ` c23 ` c33 “ 2.

32 1!
0 1

1

The Folk solution provides the allocation F “ p1, 1{2, 1{2q. Observe that the
problem is not simple since it has two autonomous components, N1 “ t1u,
N2 “ t2, 3u. However, the proposal provided in Theorem 1 coincides with the
Folk solution.

Now, we extend the class of mcst problems in which the result in Theo-
rem 1 can be obtained by allowing problems with several autonomous compo-
nents. It is important to note that, as every elementary costmcst problem, or
2´mcst problem, can be decomposed in autonomous components, Corollary
1 provides a way of finding the Folk solution in this class of problems.

Definition 4. A mcst problem pN!,Cq is simple-decomposable if it is
possible to split N

N “ N1 Y N2 Y . . . Y Nr, Ni X Nj “ H, for i ‰ j
such that

Cm pN!,Cq “
rÿ

t“1

Cm

`
pNtq!, C|Nt

˘

and every mcst sub-problem
`
pNtq!, C|Nt

˘
is simple. We will denote a simple-

decomposable mcst problem by pN!,Cs-decq. Each mcst simple sub-problem`
pNtq!, C|Nt

˘
is called a simple component of pN!,Cq.

We will denote the high cost in every simple component
`
pNtq!, C|Nt

˘
by

c2ptq and the lower cost by c1ptq. Then, as a direct consequence of Theorem
1 and Remark 2, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 1. Given a simple-decomposable mcst problem pN!,Cs-decq,
for any individual i P N , let Nt the simple component such that i P Nt. Then

1) If cii “ c1ptq ñ FipN!,Csq “ c1ptq
2) If ci˚ “ c2ptq ñ FipN!,Csq “ c2ptq
3) If cii “ c2ptq and ci˚ “ c1ptq ñ FipN!,Csq “ c2ptq ´ Eptq

n3ptq
,

where

Eptq “ C!pNtq ´ CmpNtq, n3ptq “ |ti P Nt : cii “ c2ptq and ci˚ “ c1ptqu|
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